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Abstract. When Alice in Wonderland fell down the rabbit hole, she entered a
world that was completely new to her. She gradually explored that world by ob-
serving, learning, and reasoning. This paper presents a simple system ALICE IN

WONDERLAND that operates analogously. We model Alice’s Wonderland via a
general notion of domain and Alice herself with a computational model including
an evolving belief set along with mechanisms for observing, learning, and reason-
ing. The system operates autonomously, learning from arbitrary streams of facts
from symbolic domains such as English grammar, propositional logic, and simple
arithmetic. The main conclusion of the paper is that bounded cognitive resources
can be exploited systematically in artificial general intelligence for constructing
general systems that tackle the combinatorial explosion problem and operate in
arbitrary symbolic domains.
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1 Introduction

Natural organisms have a remarkable ability to adapt to new environments. Humans
enter new environments – e.g., rainforests, deserts, cities – and survive. They can learn
any language, any game, any logic. Bees likewise enter new environments – e.g., when
a new beehive is deployed – and survive. They can learn to recognize flowers visually
and even – as we are discovering – by their patterns of electrical fields [3] and even
differentiate visually between vowels and consonants in the Latin alphabet [5]. Micro-
scopic crustaceans enter new environments and survive: e.g., when an ocean wave hits
the shore and so forms a new ecosystem in a rock pool. Also crustaceans are capable of
learning [18].

Artificial systems have not reached the same level of flexibility. No robots can come
to new environments – say, private homes – and do the laundry, wash the dishes, clean
up, make coffee. No robots can go to high school and learn natural languages, mathe-
matics, and logic so as to match an average school child.
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One strategy for making artificial systems more flexible is to simulate human cog-
nition. Such an approach has been taken by Soar [8], ACT-R [1], NARS [17], MicroPsi
[2], OpenCog [4], and Sigma [11]. Turing proposed building artificial systems that sim-
ulate children’s cognitive development [15]. Piaget writes that children adapt to new
information in one of two ways: by assimilation, in which new information fits into
existing knowledge structures; and accommodation, in which new information causes
new knowledge structures to form or old ones to be modified [9].

This paper presents the system ALICE IN WONDERLAND, which is able to operate
autonomously across arbitrary symbolic and crisp domains. As the name suggests, we
take the Alice in Wonderland story as inspiration, modeling Wonderland via a general
notion of domain and Alice herself with a computational model including an evolving
belief set along with mechanisms for observing, learning, and reasoning. The system
functions with or without human intervention, developing intelligence on the basis of
random streams of facts taken from arbitrary domains. The computational complexity
of the system is restricted by using a simple cognitive model with bounded cognitive
resources.

The ALICE IN WONDERLAND system builds on theory borrowed from develop-
mental psychology [16], along with bounded rationality [13], belief revision [6], and
inductive program synthesis [7,12]. Popper [10, p. 261] provides a key inspiration:

The growth of our knowledge is the result of a process closely resembling
what Darwin called ’natural selection’; that is, the natural selection of hypothe-
ses: our knowledge consists, at every moment, of those hypotheses which have
shown their (comparative) fitness by surviving so far in their struggle for ex-
istence, a competitive struggle which eliminates those hypotheses which are
unfit.

The present paper improves on our previous work [14], since the system can learn from
arbitrary streams of observations and not only when being spoon-fed with carefully
selected examples. Sections 2–6 describe how Alice observes, represents knowledge,
reasons, learns, and answers questions, respectively. Section 7 presents results and Sec-
tion 8 offers some conclusions.

2 How Alice makes observations

Definition 1 (symbol). A symbol is a Unicode character.

Definition 2 (variable). A variable is a symbol belonging to the set {x,y,z}.

Definition 3 (vocabulary). A vocabulary is a set of finite symbol strings.

Example 1. Here are vocabularies that can be used for arithmetic, propositional logic,
and English, respectively:

VA: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 (digits), + (addition), * (multiplication), # (concatenation).
VP: p, q, r (propositional constants), > (truth), ⊥ (falsity), ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunc-

tion), ∨ (disjunction),→ (implication).
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VE : # (concatenation), Alice, Stella, runs, plays, fast, along with all other words
appearing in a given English corpus.

Definition 4 (term). Let V be a vocabulary. A V -term is a finite ordered labeled tree.
Each node is labeled with an element of V . A V -term is open if it has a node that is
labeled with a variable and closed otherwise.

We follow common practice and write terms as strings, using parentheses and other
standard conventions for disambiguation.

Example 2. Here are examples of VA-terms, VP-terms, and VE -terms:

Arithmetic terms: 2*(3+4), 1#2, x*0
Logic terms: ¬⊥, x∧y, x∨>
English terms: Alice#plays, Stella#(runs#fast), OK

The operator # is used for concatenating elements, regardless of vocabulary: e.g., the
number 12 is represented by the term 1#2 and the sentence Alice plays by the term
Alice#plays. That said, we will often, in this paper, omit the symbol # to facilitate
reading. Note that we have imposed no type or arity restrictions on the terms: a labeled
tree such as 1(*) also qualifies as a VA-term.

Definition 5 (condition). A condition is an expression of the form t ` t ′ or t 6` t ′, where
t and t ′ are V -terms, given some vocabulary V .

Definition 6 (fact). A fact is a condition both of whose terms are closed.

Example 3. Here are examples of facts: 6+6 ` 12, 0 6` 1, ¬> ` ⊥, >∧⊥ 6` >,
Stella runs fast ` OK, runs 6` OK.

The following definition of (symbolic) domain is adequate for our present purposes,
although more general definitions of this notion are clearly conceivable.

Definition 7 (domain). A domain is a set of facts.

Example 4. Here are examples of domains (certain details omitted):

Arithmetic domain: {t ` t ′ : t, t ′ are VA terms such that t = t ′}
Logic domain: {t ` t ′ : t, t ′ are VP terms such that t is a logical consequence of t ′}
English domain: {t ` t ′ : t, t ′ are VE terms of some context-free fragment of English}

Definition 8 (stream). Let D be a domain. A D-stream is a sequence of facts F0,F1, . . .,
where each Fi ∈ D.

Example 5. Here are examples of streams:

Arithmetic stream: 6+6 ` 12,0 6` 1,23*4 ` 92, . . .
Logic stream: ¬> ` ⊥,⊥ 6` >,p→ (q→ p) ` >, . . .
English stream: Alice runs ` OK,Stella runs ` OK,runs 6` OK, . . .

In the present context domains model Wonderland; streams model Alice’s observations
of Wonderland.
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3 How Alice represents knowledge

Definition 9 (rule). A rule is an expression of the form t B t ′, t I t ′, or t 6B t ′, where t
and t ′ are terms.

Example 6. 0 6B 1, 2*2I 4, Alice playsB OK, and x∨yB x are rules.

Definition 10 (purity). The rule t B t ′ (t I t ′) is pure if all variables of t ′ appear in t.

Example 7. The rules x*0B 0 and x∨>I> are pure, whereas 0B x*0 and >I x∨>
are not.

Definition 11 (theory). A theory is a finite set of pure rules.

Example 8. Here are examples of theories:

Arithmetic theory: {2*2I 4,x*0I 0,x+yI y+x}
Logic theory: {x∨>I>,x→ yI ¬x∨y,x∨yB x}
English theory: {Alice playsI OK,AliceI Stella,runs 6B OK}

4 How Alice reasons

Definition 12 (substitution). A substitution is a partial function σ that assigns terms
or labels to variables. The substitution σ can be applied to terms by replacing variables
at leaf nodes by terms and variables at non-leaves by labels according to σ.

Example 9. /0, {x= Alice}, and {x= 2,y= 3} are substitutions. If σ= {x= 2,y= 3},
then σ(x+y) = 2+3. Also, if σ = {x= raven}, then σ(x(hugin)) = raven(hugin).

Definition 13 (context). A context is a term t containing exactly one occurrence of the
symbol �, which labels a leaf of t.

Example 10. �+5, >∨�, and � runs are contexts.

If c is a context and t is a term, then c(t) is the result of replacing the unique occurrence
of � in c by t. If c =�, then c(t) = t.

Definition 14 (computation). Suppose T is a theory. A T -computation is a sequence
of closed terms (t1, . . . , tn) such that for all k such that 0 < k < n:

Shallow step. tk = σ(t) and tk+1 = σ(t ′), for some σ and t B t ′ ∈ T , or
Deep step. tk = c(σ(t)) and tk+1 = c(σ(t ′)), for some c, σ, and t I t ′ ∈ T

Examples of computations – written vertically and annotated with rules – are given in
figures 1–4.

Definition 15 (bounded resources). The following arbitrarily defined constants deter-
mine the boundaries of Alice’s cognitive resources.

- Long-term memory: LT MAlice = 200 (rules)
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(2+4)*(6+1)
2+4I 6

6*(6+1)
6+1I 7

6*7
6*7I 42

42

0*12 x*yI y*x
12*0

x*0I 0
0

Fig. 1: These computations can be interpreted as arithmetic computations with rules that
preserve equality.

(p → q)∨p
x→ yI ¬x∨y

(¬ p∨q)∨p
x∨yI y∨x

(q∨¬ p)∨p
(x∨y)∨zI x∨(y∨z)

q∨(¬ p∨p)
¬x∨xI>

q∨>
x∨>I>>

black(Hugin)
black(x)B raven(x)

raven(Hugin)

Fig. 2: These computations can be interpreted as logic computations with rules that
preserve or increase logical strength: i.e., goal-driven proofs. To prove (p → q)∨p, it
is sufficient to prove>; to prove black(Hugin), it is sufficient to prove raven(Hugin).

Stella plays
playsI crawls

Stella crawls
StellaI Alice

Alice crawls
Alice crawlsI OKOK

Fig. 3: This computation can be interpreted as a grammatical computation: specifically,
derivations in formal grammar with rules that preserve grammatical equivalence. The
derivation shows that Stella plays is a grammatically correct sentence of English.

rev([6,7])
rev(x:xs)I rev(xs) ++ [x]

rev([7]) ++ [6]
rev(x:xs)I rev(xs) ++ [x]

(rev([]) ++ [7]) ++ [6]
rev([])I []

([] ++ [7]) ++ [6]
[] ++ xsI xs

[7] ++ [6]
[x] ++ xsI x:xs

[7,6]

Fig. 4: This computation can be interpreted as a Haskell computation with rules that
preserve equality. The derivation shows how the function rev reverses the list [6,7].
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- Working memory: WMAlice = 8 (nodes)
- Computation depth: DepthAlice = 10 (steps)

Definition 16 (term size). Given term t, size(t) is the number of nodes of t, excluding
nodes labeled with #.

Definition 17 (bounded computation). A bounded T -computation is a T -computation
(t1, . . . , tn) with

- bounded length: n≤ DepthAlice
- bounded width: size(ti)≤WMAlice, for each 1≤ i≤ n

Intuitively, all bounded computations fit into a frame of height DepthAlice and width
WMAlice. The computations in figures 1–4 are all bounded.

Definition 18 (computability). We write t `T t ′ if there is a T -computation from t to t ′

and t `∗T t ′ if there is a bounded T -computation from t to t ′.

Theorem 1. The relation `∗T is decidable.

Proof. All theories are finite by definition. Given the purity condition on rules, only
finitely many bounded T -computations beginning with any given closed term t are pos-
sible. The bounded T -computations starting with t form a finitely branching tree where
each branch has a maximum length. Hence, the tree is finite and `∗T is decidable.

5 How Alice learns

In this section we outline some of the system’s basic learning mechanisms. Several
learning mechanisms, based e.g. on rule viability and rule reliability are omitted for
reasons of space.

Definition 19 (fitness). The fitness of theory T on a finite non-empty domain D is the
number

Fitness(T,D) =
card({t ` t ′ ∈ D : t `∗T t ′}∪{t 6` t ′ ∈ D : t 6`∗T t ′})

card(D)
.

Example 11. Given D = {2*0 ` 0,3*0 ` 0,1 6` 0}, the following holds:

- Fitness({2*0I 0},D) = 2/3
- Fitness({xI 0},D) = 2/3
- Fitness({x*0I 0},D) = 1

Definition 20 (successor). Theory T ′ is a successor of T if T ′−T contains at most one
rule.

Example 12. Any subset of T ∪{t I t ′} or T ∪{t 6B t ′} is a successor of T .

Definition 21 (consistency). Theory T is consistent if t 6B t ′ ∈ T implies t 6`∗T t ′.
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Alice adapts to the stream F0,F1, . . . by forming a sequence of theories T0,T1, . . . that
ideally satisfies limn→∞ Fitness(Tn,{Fk : k ≤ n}) = 1. Theory Tn+1 is a consistent suc-
cessor of Tn that contains at most LT MAlice rules. Alice defines Tn+1 using one of two
mechanisms:

Exogenic update. Define Tn+1 based on Fn. If Fn = t ` t ′ and t 6`∗Tn
t ′, add a rule so

that t `∗Tn+1
t ′ if prioritized. If Fn = t 6` t ′ and t `∗Tn

t ′, remove one or more rules
so that t 6`∗Tn+1

t ′. Add Fn as a rule (either with I or B depending on symmetry) if
prioritized.

Endogenic update. Define Tn+1 based on Tn. Check open rules and if prioritized, add
open rule R with the properties that (i) several closed instances of R are bounded-
computable in Tn and (ii) no small counterexample to R is bounded-computable in
Tn.

If card(Tn) = AliceLT M , then no new rule can be added to Tn+1 until some old rule has
been removed. Preference orders are used for determining which rules should be added
to or removed from Tn. Update mechanisms are invoked as described in Table 1. Table
2 gives an example of a learning process.

Fn = t ` t ′ Fn = t 6` t ′

t `∗Tn
t ′ Endogenic update Exogenic update

t 6`∗Tn
t ′ Exogenic update Endogenic update

Table 1: Criteria for selecting update mechanism depending on Fn and `∗Tn
.

6 How Alice solves problems

Definition 22 (closed problem). A closed problem is a closed term t. A solution to
closed problem t with respect to T is closed term t ′ such that t `∗T t ′, where t ′ must be
minimal in the sense that t `∗T t ′′ implies size(t ′′)≥ size(t ′).

Definition 23 (open problem). An open problem is a finite set of open conditions. A so-
lution to open problem P with respect to T is a substitution σ such that Fitness(T,σ(P))=
1.

Examples of such problems and solutions (w.r.t. an unspecified background theory) are
given in tables 3–4. For problem-solving, the system uses exhaustive search among
bounded computations together with a few simple heuristic principles.

7 Results

The ALICE IN WONDERLAND system consists of around 5,000 lines of Haskell code,
modeling Wonderland as unknown domain D and Alice’s belief set at time n as theory
Tn. Alice starts with theory T0, which is empty by default. At any time n, the system can
be in learning or inquiry mode, as determined by the human operator:
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Fact Theory update
2*0 ` 0 Add 2*0I 0.
3*0 ` 0 Add 3*0I 0.
2*0 ` 0 Add xI 0.
1 6` 0 Remove xI 0. Add 1 6B 0.
2*(3*0) ` 0 Add x*0I 0.
75*0 ` 0 Do nothing.
0*0 ` 0 Add 0*0I 0.
1*1 ` 1 Add 1*1I 1.
1*1 ` 1 Add x*xI x.
2*2 6` 2 Remove x*xI x. Add 2*2 6B 2.
5+2 ` 7 Add 5+2I 7.
23 6` 45 Do nothing.
f(0) ` 5 Add f(0)I 5.
f(1) ` 7 Add f(1)I 7.
f(1) ` 7 Add f(x+1)I f(x)+2.
Alice crawls ` OK Add Alice crawlsI OK.
Alice runs ` OK Add runsI crawls.

Table 2: An example learning process, with endogenic and exogenic updates.

Closed problem Solution
13+4 17
(p→ q)∨p >
Stella crawls OK
f(2) 9

Table 3: Closed problems with examples of solutions.

Learning mode. Alice receives fact Fn ∈ D. Alice learns from Fn and updates her the-
ory to Tn+1.

Inquiry mode. Alice receives an open or closed problem, Pn. Alice outputs a solution
to Pn or reports failure and makes Tn+1 = Tn.

In learning mode, Fn could come from any source: e.g. sensors, text file, or human entry.
For purposes of illustration, predefined streams can be chosen from a dropdown menu.
In inquiry mode, Pn is entered by the human operator. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of
the system in operation. The following results were obtained:

- ALICE IN WONDERLAND can learn as shown in Table 2 and solve problems as
shown in tables 3–4.

- ALICE IN WONDERLAND can start from a state of no knowledge and learn from
random streams of facts taken from arbitrary domains. To date, it can learn simple
versions of propositional logic, variable-free first-order logic, arithmetic, arithmetic
modulo 2, F2[X ], English, Swedish, and Sindhi.

- Over time, ALICE IN WONDERLAND exceeds average human performance in such
domains as simple arithmetic and propositional logic.
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Open problem Solution
x+4 ` 9 x=5
x runs ` OK x=Alice
even(x) ` True x=0
under(x,foot) ` True x=sole
x∨False ` True x=True
x(Hugin) ` True x=raven
x ` cough, x ` sneeze x=cold
x ` cough, x ` sneeze, x 6` cold x=flu
x+y ` 2, x*y ` 1 x=1, y=1
(x-1)*(x-2) ` 0, x 6` 1 x=2
x(cat,mouse) ` True x=chases
x(sun,planet) ` True, x(nucleus,electron) ` True x=circles
x(palm,hand) ` True, x(y,foot) ` True x=under, y=sole

Table 4: Open problems with examples of solutions.

8 Conclusions
We have described the system ALICE IN WONDERLAND, which does autonomous
learning and problem-solving in arbitrary symbolic domains. A key component is a
simple cognitive model that reduces the computational complexity from undecidable
to finite. In this way, we tackle the combinatorial explosion problem that arises in e.g.
inductive logic programming, automatic theorem proving, and grammar learning. Our
results show that the system is able to learn multiple domains from random streams of
facts and also challenge human problem-solving in some cases. Thus bounded cognitive
resources were exploited for constructing a general system that tackles the combinato-
rial explosion problem and operates in arbitrary symbolic domains.
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